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Editor^
Books of High Merit

Henry L. Snyder and Michael S. Smith, eds., The
English Short-Title Catalogue: Past, Present, Future.
New York: AMS Press, 2003. Pp. xvi + 290; tables;
photographs; appendices; index.
Reviewed by Kevin L. Cope, Louisiana State University
r. Johnson tried to dissipate the confident tone of dictionar
ies by dismissing their compilers as harmless drudges, but
no reader of Henry Snyder's and Michael Smith's The English
Short Title Catalogue will ever be tempted to regard those older siblings of
lexicographers, bibliographers, as anything less than impact players.
Scholars have become so accustomed to automated online finding aids
that they easily forget about their raucous history and their sometimes
boisterous founders. Snyder, Smith, and their contributors take what
seems to be the dullest of all possible topics—the history of a data
base—and render it as a series of entertaining, informative, and occasion
ally gripping episodes. A do2en vignettes and an assortment of reports,
appendices, and tables acquaint readers with the lively story of the long
progress from a state of bibliographical anarchy—from what now seems
shocking ignorance concerning the status and whereabouts of the world's
eighteenth-century print resources—to the world of instant access that we
now enjoy. In the process of telling this underestimated story, Snyder,
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Smith, and company offer up many research hints of the kind that only
accrue to experienced "insiders."
As anyone who has ever tried to use a large database knows aU too
well, attempts to categorize all the nervous components in the broadband
of knowledge seldom yield perfecdy coherent results. The Snyder-Smith
volume accordingly remains somewhat shaky with respect to organization.
The tide of the volume alludes to the "past, present, and future" of the
ESTC as if there might be three sections in this collection. The "Con
tents," however, divide the topic into four rather different categories: "The
ESTC: Past, Present, and Future"; "The ESTC in Practice;" "Histories of
the ESTC"; and "Reports from the Public Record Office." These
categories often overlap and occasionally confuse—one wonders, for
example, why there are "histories" of the ESTC "in North America" in
two different sections ; one likewise w onders wh y the heading "in
practice" is differentiated from the heading "past, present, and future."
The essays in this volume also function at different levels of abstraction,
from detailed surveys of particular collections to magisterial overviews of
the move from bibliographical vacuity to a worldwide database. The
Snyder-Smith volume is then best used on a "spot" basis, to leam about
specific issues related to the ESTC, than as a systematic account of this
great project
The first section of the volume, "The ESTC: Past, Present, and
Future," should age well. Those presently at the peak of their careers
remember the characters who conceived this mighty catalogue, but future
dix-huitimistes, future historians of the academy, future historiographers,
and future Hbrary scientists will surely seek to know more about this most
unusual battalion of bibliophiles. Snyder's andSmith's volume is therefore
one of those rare books whose utility should increase with age.
It is
unfortunate that the editors, who are widely celebrated for their for their
compiling zeal, have neglected to provide contributors' notes or otherwise
to tell us more about these vmsung heroes of shelfinarking. Fortunately,
a modioun of information about the contributors can, with some effort,
be mined out of the preface and introduction. That effort is instructive,
for it recapitulates the task of assembling an international ESTC team—of
pulling together what must have seemed like an intractably dispersive
project.
G. Thomas Tanselle's opening essay unveils a reveaUng economic
view of the ESTC history. Humanists seldom concern themselves with
the budgetary demands of databases that appear as if by sorcery in the
free-flowing etiier of office computers. Tansdle's essay makes it clear that
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the ESTC has always had a gigantic appetite for cash. Tanselle, however,
is no melancholy socialist anguishing over economic subtexts. He writes
in a confident, even heroic tone, celebrating the miraculous process by
which the early ESTCers, especially North American office head Henry
Snyder, raised up whirlwinds of money. Tanselle's essay raises nostalgia
for a time when fundraising was easy and where moxie mattered: when a
John Wayne of a bibliographer like the Henry Snyder could ivill himself
out of economic Alamos. Snyder himself, who writes the second essay of
the collection, seems more a prophet than a man. Although Snyder
maintains a modest academic tone, his reader is amazed to see how many
of his forecasts, whether of the eventual inclusion in online bibliographies
of digital title pages or whether of competition among national and private
online catalogues, have come to pass. One gets the impression that
Snyder was reading the future as often as often as he was reading "bib
slips." The theme of uncanny prescience is also sounded by Michael
Crump. In "The Origin of the ESTC: The Case for Vision," Crump avers
that, even in the earliest days of computer applications for the humanities,
the ESTC founders were already speculating about online, real-time use of
their database (54) and were also thinking about pairing ESTC entries with
electronically recorded facsimiles (62). The only slighdy dissonant note in
this section is sounded by John Haeger of the Research Libraries Group
("RLG"), presendy the online host of the ESTC. Haeger begins with an
examinadon of the economic foundations of the ESTC but ends up
making an old-style plea for more public funding. True, many useful bits
of information emerge from Haeger's essay. We learn that, in its thirty
years, the ESTC has gobbled up roughly $30,000,000.00 of public and
private funding. We learn that the total budget for America's National
Endowment for the Arts costs each taxpayer a walloping thirty-eight cents.
And we see in fascinating detail the ways in which "soft mone/' has
influenced the development of the ESTC. Haeger, however, lacks
credibility when it comes to judging the merits of publicly funded
initiatives. His own workshop, the RLG, draws much of its funding from
public institutions but has proved at best a mediocre host for a grand
database, a host characterized by a clumsy user interface, problematic
search utilities, and minimal access for the public that supports it Haeger
does make an ingenious argument against the oversold idea of local
control over funding for art and scholarship (37), but his call for ever
more public money sounds a bit shrill.
"Ihe second section of The "English Short Title Catalogue offers anecdotal
reports on the use of the ESTC. It is important to recognize that most of
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these papers were composed in 1998. What is now commonpkce was
then new and must now be regarded, in retrospect, as prophetic. All the
contributors in this section enthuse about the wondrous capacities of what
was, at the dme, a very brave and very new world of searchable databases.
Today, when online options are too familiar and when the deficiencies of
electronic searching have been detected—one thinks of the sometimes
spotty databases in the "Early English Books Online (EEBO)" and
"Eighteenth-Century Collections Online (ECCO)" databases; one thinks
of the frustration that emerges from the keyword searching of texts that
antedate standardixed spelling—this naive enthusiasm should be over
looked so as to mine these essays for useful and unique hints on online
search techniques. High-profile bibliographer David Vander Meulen, for
example, explains how to use the ESTC to discover more about the
careers of those persons who produced physical) books as well as about
the authors who wrote them. Vander Meulen reminds us that one can
search for bibliographical terms such as "mispagination" or "foxing" or
"cancel" (71-72) as easily as one can search for more sv^gestive terms.
Along similarly technicsd lines, Michael S. Smith, a graduate student,
recommends what might be called "indirectly targeted searches," whether
discovering new items in the area of controversialliterature by entering the
names of all bishops reigning during the 1790s or whether, like Vander
Meulen, searching out books by the format (folio,quarto, octavo) in which
a given genre usually appeared (85-87). J. Michael Smethurst anticipates
the use of the ESTC as a model for similar European catalogues (such as
that developed by the Consortium of European Research Libraries
[CERL]) and as the core database for an eventual "comprehensive record
of the hand-printed book throughout Europe" (101). Those who follow
Brussels's foibles will wonder when and how the European Community
might manage to coordinate such a gigantic project, but insofar as
Smethurst limits himself to the language of hope, we can join with him in
the hope that truly indicative versions of his sentences may soon be
accounted true propositions. Smethurst's visionary program is amusingly
balanced by a witty contribution from the inexhaustible J. Paul Hunter,
who offers us a series of amusing and also erudite "pictures" of himself in
assorted searching postures and under pressure from generic "NiemanMarxists" (80).
In "Histories of the ESTC," the third section of The 'English Short Title
Catalogue, we find essays that are "historical" in the broadest sense:
personal accounts of and perspectives on this monumental source. This
section, featuring essays written by major "players" in the ESTC story, is
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no place to look for dispassionate objectivity, yet its essays are character
ized by refreshing immediacy. We will likely never get another equally updose-and-personal account of the conception and building of this (or any
other) database; in our callous age of super-sized information corpora
tions such as Thomson or Chadwyck-Healey, we are unlikely to see
another online resovurce that is so much the product of the industry of a
self-selected few. From perennial ESTC czar Henry Snyder we get a dryly
amusing account of his election to the virtual dictatorship of the north
American side of the ESTC (109—10). This episode should be read by all
humanities scholars, tinged as they are by the evil daub of timidity. The
venerable Snyder is full of revealing anecdotes; for example, he exposes
the scandalous insouciance of the British Library, noting that it long used
a typing service with no bibliographical expertise for the preparation of its
records of early books (122). Reading Snyder reminds us that manifest
destiny and providentialist humor did not expire with John Bunyan.
Snyder seems to be drawn on by a benevolent fate to his supervenient
role, cheerfully marching on to bibliographical paradise like a one-man
trinity comprised of the Duke of Marlborough, Billy Graham, and Bob
Hope. Less charming but no less revealing is the offering from Marcus
McCorison of the American Antiquarian Society ("AAS"), who upgrades
our awareness of the role played by his institution in the creation of the
ESTC. McCorison reminds us that 37,350 ESTC records emerged from
the AAS, no less than 11.4 percent of the original data cache (163). This
section concludes with a characteristically erudite (as well as pointed essay)
by the late Paul Korshin, who at last is receiving credit for developing the
idea of an ESTC. The urbane Korshin begins with a reflection on the
"Shandean" character of the "S" in "ESTC," a catalogue to which the
word "short" could not apply in any reasonable sense of that term
(175—76). The courageous Korshin is not reluctant to reveal that no less
than Lynne Cheney gave her personal blessing to him and to the ESTC
(173) even whUe satirizing conservative legislators' fears about the
subversive tendencies of the arts. The research hints and techniques
recommended by Korshin will no longer startle a generation of seasoned
computer users, but their sublimity is increased when we remember that
Korshin pioneered them.
The EnglishShort Title Catalogueis a book that still seems very much in
process. In some ways—^both good and bad—^it seems not yet complete.
The slightly hasty, overly functional typography and the notes placed
awkwardly at the end of essays suggest an incomplete task, while, to better
effect, the placement of photographs of some contributors near the
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begbnings of their essays reminds us of the continuing presence of these
figures in our daily scholarly lives. Certainly the story of the ESTC will
undergo many updatings in coming years. It wiU face challenges as its
present partners but likely long-term competitors, EEBO and ECCO,
wedge out their market-shares in the eighteenth-century mall. This book
rights a great wrong by shining the spo^ght on a now-retiring generation
of librarians, fundraisers, and scholars who have transformed the
technology of eighteenth-century studies but who are now all but
invisible—who have gotten lost in the shadow of the great ESTC obelisk.
Snyder's and Smith's book is a fundamental document in the history of
electronic bibliographies, of international computerized and cooperative
scholarship, and of eighteenth-century studies. Del^hting as well as
instructing, it makes the grade as a "classic."

